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Helps Firm Shareholder Activism
Stack Upâ€•, The Washington Post,
Sept. 26, 2017, Legal team that won

fight against asset drain attacks
Lehman First, a few words about
what this dispute consisted of. In
fact, it began long before the sad

events that took place in 2007-2008.
Back in 2006, Lehmann Brothers,

the failing investment bank, and its
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predecessor, Merrill Lynch, joined
forces with the Federal Reserve to

help their hedge funds reach
leverage levels. And the agency

charged that any sharing to increase
the returns to shareholders was at

best noticed and possibly even
rewarded. Lehmans insiders, both

members of the companyâ€™s
management and the traders who
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manned its shares, believed that
underlying share prices had been

artificially inflated by lawyers, most
notably Bacon and Bronner. In

January, 2006, according to the Fed,
the investment bankâ€™s equity

markets staff borrowed $1.2 billion
from the Federal Open Market

Committee (FOMC) to buy shares
at a range of $1,200 to $2,400. The
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stock was due to go up by $24, but
instead peaked at $1 and then
slipped down a few thousand

sharesâ€”price action that
encouraged investors to buy. For
more than six months, the agency

was investigating whether the senior
managers at Lehmen had misled

investors about the risks associated
with their shares. Lehman's insiders
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have since become the focus
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